
Would Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I ____________________ poetry and luminous prose than to study rules of
civil conduct.
1.

(read)
would rather read

You _________________ me than go.2. (kill)'d rather kill

But what property does come to me when I'm twenty-one, I
_____________________ Mr. Chester Downes handle.
3.

(not/have)'d rather not have

I felt that I ___________________ at once, and thus end my life and my
power to be a mother together.
4.

(die)
would rather die

I _________________ Elizabeth myself than any other part I know, and so
I'm just crazy glad that Catherine's going to do it.
5.

(play)
'd rather play

And the idea of applying to him was so repulsive, that he felt he
__________________ anything than resort to it.
6.

(do)would rather do

I don't feel at ease out of doors; every time I turn a corner I fear to meet a
face which I _____________________.
7.

(avoid)would rather avoid

And moreover, Herr Sonnenkamp ________________________ his
servants look like servants, or have any peculiar dress of servants, and it was
only a short time ago that he had given in to his wife, and dressed a few of
them in livery.

8.

(not/have)

would rather not have

When one gets to my age, one __________________________.9.
(passive/soothe)

would rather be soothed

But-yes, she __________________ here.10. (be)would rather be

However, there was at least one breast that felt a pang of joy when Dora
and Daisy gave out that they ____________________ where they were and
tell anybody who came by which was the real road.

11.

(stay)
would rather stay

For all I know, this is what you want; but if it is, I ___________________
on my own account than be asked to resign.
12.

(resign)
'd rather resign
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You ______________________ than do anything you didn't consider
right.
13.

(starve)
would rather starve

Ursula stood near him with a mute, pale face which he
_______________________.
14.

(not/see)would rather not see

My master wrote back instantly to say that he
____________________________ to keep a dog than have the fair Persian
within his doors again.

15.

(passive/condemn)
would rather be condemned

The funny, ugly, pathetic truth peeped out at him; she
____________________ him die than have him cease to love her.
16.

(have)would rather have

So you see why I _________________ that and be a beggar the rest of
my natural life.
17.

(save)
'd rather save

Without special orders they _____________________ the ants alone.18.
(leave)

would rather leave

It may be wrong for some folks to dance, but the devil
____________________ some people talk about their neighbors a minute
than to dance a whole week.

19.

(have)
would rather have

But a little before he had given a more worldly reason for his desire to
have a son and heir, and said that he ________________________ by dogs
than that his inheritance should go to a stranger.

20.

(passive/eat)
would rather be eaten
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